Easy guide to

MAP YOUR OWN UNIQUE SET OF
SOFT SKILLS
There is hardly any other technological development that is currently changing our lives and
working to such an extent as the digital transformation. Everyone on the labour market must be
prepared for the changed competence requirements and supported in adapting their personal
qualification profile to the innovations. Comprehensive methodological and social skills beyond
technology are gaining in importance, too. These areas of competence also offer great opportunities
for all those who are less technology-oriented.

First of all you need to know what you are good at and what you could work
on to improve.

These are the steps to become clear about your own soft skills:

For quick starters #0
In case you already know everything about
soft skills and their importance on the labor
market and want to start immediately click on
the mapping button and discover your unique
set of soft skills.
For all others go to: Inform yourself #1

Inform yourself #1
You might not have heard about the term
soft skills before. Or maybe you did but don`t
quite remember. Find out more about soft skills what they are, where they can be gained and
why they are important.

Check your new knowledge #2
Now that you know more about soft skills you can
immediately check, whether you recognize them
in different contexts. Use our games to do so.

Deepen your knowledge #3
Learn more about the YOUnique framework on
future soft skills. What is behind each individual
soft skill? Whats does it take to demonstrate them
vivid, for example the soft skill "adaptability"?
Make yourself familiar with some examples that
illustrate how soft skills show up at work or in
leisure time.

Work hard #4
Now it is your turn. Use the worksheet online or
offline to get to know yourself better. Detect
situations in life in which your personal set of
soft skills showed up before. Please use the
feedback worksheet to get external response from
different people around you. Comparing their
statements with your results allows you to better
present yourself later when applying for a job,
internship placement or other training programme.

Let employers talk #5
Know the employers’ perspective. You can get
some interesting insights watching the video
statements that have be collected from employers
and their opinion on future soft skills.

CONGRATULATONS!
Now that you know the steps to map your unique set of soft skills,
it is time to get startet.

